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Spring colours—Diane Akey along with five other plein air painters enjoy springlike weather at the Mayne Island Japanese Garden in a class lead by Terrill.

Gary Holman Goes To Bat For Bayside

MLA Gary Holman met with the Minister of Education
regarding the roof of Bayside Middle School which has been
leaking for years. School District Nº63 has spent almost
$400,000 trying to patch the leaking roof and to fix the interior
damage that water leaks are causing.
For a number of years, the school district has been
requesting the Ministry to approve capital funding to replace
the roof. These requests have repeatedly been turned down
despite the ongoing costs of interior damage and the safety risk
to children, including a concussion recently suffered by a child
who slipped in the school gym.
The Bayside parents and Parent Advisory Council initiated
a petition which was signed by 500 people within a matter of
days. On February 23, MLA Holman introduced the petition in
the Legislature and asked the Minister in Question Period to
assure the Bayside parents attending that day, that capital
funding will finally be provided to School District Nº63 to
replace the roof; avoiding the costs of further repairs and keep
their kids safe.
MLA Holman says ‘The Minister's response was
encouraging, but I will continue to work with the parents, the
school district and the Ministry until a formal commitment to
replace the school roof is made.’

Journey Into Vancouver’s Future

Part utopian novel, part instruction manual, part philosophical
treatise, and part murder mystery, Guy Dauncey’s Journey To
The Future: A Better World Is Possible has everything,
including a set of 946 endnotes (online at
www.journeytothefuture.ca/book/endnotes) that take the book
firmly from the realms of fiction to fact.
Based in the City of Vancouver’s 2015 bid to become the
greenest city in the world, Dauncey’s amazing mind has

NEWS DIGEST
Great Bear Rainforest Act Tabled in Victoria

extrapolated from what’s already possible and happening today
to how it could be in 2032. He has shaped it into a readable and
plausible whole that fills you with delight.
In the book, Vancouverite Patrick Wu finds himself in
Vancouver 16 years from today. A city that echoes the city we
know and where everything you remember fondly from decades
gone by, or have wished for, has taken place. A city brimming
with innovation and hope, where the climate crisis is being
tackled, the solar revolution is underway and a new cooperative
economy is taking shape. The next step is to take those solutions
to a wider-world.
Scientists, activists and politicians are enthusiastic in praise
for Dauncey's novel.
From Green Party leader Elizabeth May, NDP MP Murray
Rankin and UK Green Party leader Caroline Lucas, to activists
Tzeporah Berman, Angela Bischoff and Bill McKibben, and
scientists David Suzuki, Andrew Weaver and Elisabet Sahtouris,
the endorsements for Guy Dauncey's new book are united:
Journey To The Future is a gamechanger that must be widely
read.
David R Boyd, co-chair of Vancouver’s Greenest City
initiative, says Journey To The Future is ‘an imaginative tour
de force, blending science, philosophy and fiction into a
delightful story about how we can and must change the world.’
Davis Suzuki says ‘… brilliant book shows solutions to the
climate crisis that offer a future rich in opportunity and joy.’
If you read one book this year, let this be it—that’s the way
you’ll get to the murder mystery bit. You can buy a copy from
Guy at his March 15 Salt Spring Library book talk (see ‘What’s
On?’ page 5 for details). Other communities wanting him to
come and speak, call 250-924-1445.

Greenpeace, ForestEthics Solutions and Sierra Club BC are
welcoming the Great Bear Rainforest (Forest Management) Act,
which was tabled by the BC government on March 1, in the
Legislature.
The Great Bear Rainforest Act is a key piece of legislation
needed to finalize a coherent forest management framework for
the region. This framework was announced exactly a month ago
by Coastal First Nations–Great Bear Initiative, Nanwakolas
Council, and the provincial government with the support of a
group of forestry companies and the three environmental
organizations.
For background on the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements
visit: http://www.savethegreatbear.org.

ROUND THE ISLANDS, please turn to page 6

NEWS DIGEST, please turn to page 4

World Water Day

Speaking of David Suzuki, he turns 80 this month. For his

NEB: Tougher Enforcement Of Pipeline
Conditions

The National Energy Board has announced action to enforce
pipeline safety standards, marking a new attitude to
enforcement.
The Board’s action follows a request by Plains Midstream
Canada ULC to increase the operating pressure within the
Windsor to Sarnia pipeline. An NEB field inspection revealed
inadequate depth of cover over the pipeline, and directed the
company to maintain a reduced operating pressure as ordered
by the NEB.
The NEB also directed the company to notify affected
landowners, occupants and land-users of the pipeline’s shallow
depth of cover, to correct the depth of cover within 90 days, to
carry out daily ground patrols (walking or driving) along the
pipeline until an engineering assessment has been approved by
the NEB, and submit quarterly damage prevention results for
the year ended January 31, 2017.
The NEB has recently developed a web page where it will
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Readers’ Letters
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BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
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deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm
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101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND
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REQUEST FOR QUOTATIONS
The Hornby Island Residents and Ratepayers Association is
currently accepting Quotations for the purchase and installation
of a roof-mounted 6kw Solar System on the new Free Store at
the Recycling Depot. Only qualified and insured applicants will
be considered.
To obtain project requirements and specifications, please email
janetleb@telus.net or visit www.hirra.ca
SOLAR PANEL BULK PURCHASE OPPORTUNITY
Are you interested in installing solar panels at your house or
place of business? As we will purchase the solar panels for the
depot, there may be savings available through bulk purchase
options. Please contact daniel@hiceec.com if you have a basic
interest in this.

www.islandtides.com

Dear Editor:
Thanks to Gary Holman, NDP MLA for Saanich North and the
Islands, for his report card on the current BC government’s
recent budget which appeared in your last issue.
I am proud to be one of the forces of NO in this province—
and what a force we are! We have said NO to the Enbridge
pipeline, NO to Kinder Morgan’s plans, NO to the site C dam,
NO to cuts in public education services for our children, NO to
the unfair weight of MSP premiums on those at the low end of
the income scale, NO to the badly run ferries that are
abandoning the needs of coastal communities, NO to liceinfested fish farms, and much more besides.
But the regressive policies from our current government just
don’t stop: No No No No No!
‘No’ is one of the most powerful words in the English
language. It will be such a pleasure to say it loud and clear to the
BCLiberal Party in the provincial election coming in May, 2017,
and send Gary and the BCNDP to Victoria where they can inject
some compassion for people and the planet back into our
government.
A big ‘Yes’ to that!
Judi Stevenson, Salt Spring Island

Remove Fossil Fuel Subsidies

Dear Editor:
Saskatchewan Premier Brad Wall is opposed to any carbon
pricing and may obstruct the process of creating one in Canada.
Fortunately the Trudeau government has a solution to bring the
Walls in line. As many economists have pointed out, the fossil
fuel industry would have disappeared years ago if not for the
billions of dollars in government subsidies it receives.
We could remove all subsidies to oil companies operating in
Saskatchewan.
It would be good for our economy if these subsidies were
reduced to zero anyway. Whether the presumed marketplace
provides a balance or not, the future’s in renewables. And while
we’re at it, we should charge them for their costs to our
healthcare system.
Jim Erkiletian, Nanaimo

BCHydro’s Plans To Spray Pesticides

Dear Editor:
BCHydro recently put Britsh Columbians on notice that they've
been given a licence to spray 2.4 Dinitrophenyl and other
herbicides throughout BC, and the Comox Valley is on their list.
2.4D by the way, is a well-documented and powerful
carcinogen.
I had just finished reading about a new study in Japan that
discovered a pineapple pesticide (heptachlor) has found its way
into the Hawaiian milk supply and men who drink it are more
likely to develop Parkinsons than other population groups. This
pesticide has been taken off the market but is obviously still
causing neurological damage. And now? We read that BCHydro
has permission to spray, over the next 5 years, some very
dangerous chemicals and the Comox Valley is to be a part of
their program.
Why do we care? We lived in a rural area in the Alberta
foothills for 20 years and in the mid-’70s, without any warning,
the Provincial power company heavily sprayed our ditches to
control vegetation that might eventually reach overhead lines.
(Given the growth rate in that area that might have taken a half
century or more to happen!) An angry response from our
community seemed to stop the spraying—at least for awhile.
Dioxin was one of the ingredients in their spray, a chemical used
in Agent Orange which was used as a defoliant during wars.
Our vegetable garden was unusable after that, and the
ditches which were a bountiful source of wild raspberries and
strawberries were black for years. There were many other areas
in Canada (Gagetown and Ontario) sprayed during the mid-’70s
and the devastating neurological damage to the people exposed
compares to what we’re suffering in our family. Our oldest
daughter has MS and our youngest daughter has early-onset
Parkinsons. Our oldest daughter worked in a high school with
kids at risk and developmental differences and loved her job,
and our youngest was a daycare worker who is now in a care
home in the valley. Neither will ever work again, enjoy the sports
they were passionate about or experience a normal social life.
The lives of so many people have been destroyed by the
spraying of herbicides to control vegetation and we hope that
you'll do everything you can to stop the spraying in British
Columbia. There are options.
To read more on what’s happening currently in Canada in
regard to court cases regarding pesticide/herbicide damage to
those impacted, not to mention our natural environment, please
google these websites. We don’t ever want others to go through
what our family has suffered.
www.nbcnews.com/pesticides&Parkinsons
www.agentorangecanada.com/forum.php
Rosemary Baxter, Courtenay

The Infrastructure Needed

The following letter was sent to the office of the Prime Minister.

Dear Justin Trudeau
I support government spending on infrastructure if it is part of
a long term plan for future prosperity. Infrastructure that
transports or consumes fossil fuels has no long term benefit.
Pipelines and airplanes (and most likely longhaul trucks) have
no future without fossil fuels. Technology may bring new

solutions, but then again it may not, therefore when planning
for survival, I suggest we rely on proven technology.
Our future without fossil fuels will rely heavily on electricity,
and will require grid upgrades. An efficient HVDC (HighVoltage Direct-Current) electrical grid that can transfer clean,
renewable electrical energy east-west in Canada would reduce
our dependence on storing electricity (which is currently
difficult, inefficient and expensive). Solar power peaks at
midday, just after the morning peak demand, and just before
the evening peak demand for electricity (therefore HVDC or
storage is required).
For example when solar energy supply is peaking in
Manitoba, HVDC could send that power to BC where demand
is peaking in the morning and to the Maritimes where demand
is peaking in the evening (less storage required). Similarly wind
energy will benefit from efficient distribution.
Electrified trains will be the long-distance transportation
mode for products and people. Highspeed passenger trains are
desirable. I recommend that Canada invest in a highspeed
electrified train system connecting our major population centres
which are generally located just north of the 49th Parallel
(Vancouver to Calgary to Regina to Winnipeg ... eastward). This
rail corridor could also contain the HVDC electrical grid. This
rail system could efficiently and safely transport Alberta oil to
both coasts until the tar sands are decommissioned.
Government support of Bombardier should be tied to this type
of train, and not planes.
I am very grateful that Elizabeth May is my MP, and based
on your actions so far I feel the same way about you as our PM.
Please encourage these improvements to our infrastructure so
that Canada can lead the world in meeting our Paris Agreement
obligations.
Terry Hoffman,Galiano Island

Invasive Species?

Dear Editor:
They are everywhere, running amok in parks, wetlands, forests,
and even on the beach—or perhaps they’re asleep by the fire.
They have four legs and are lovable. Yes, the family dog which,
if not effectively controlled, can become a deadly invasive
species.
Dogs are born to chase, they can’t help it, we encourage it
with a stick, ball or toy. Some dogs are satisfied with those
distractions but most, if they get the opportunity, follow their
noses which can cause horrible consequences for the indigenous
animals that are just minding their own business.
A dog’s intention is not to hunt to survive but to chase for
fun. When a deer is chased into the ocean, more often than not,
it drowns. When a deer is chased into a fence, more often than
not it dies of a broken neck (hopefully instantly). When a doe
heavy with fawn is chased through the woods it can
spontaneously abort and both die.
If you were to witness the end results of your companion’s
actions you would never let them be unsupervised again.
If not for the sake of wild animals, keep Fido under control
for their own safety. They can also be responsible for their own
horrible demise by getting shot by a farmer protecting livestock,
or hit by a car, or even be the cause of a motor vehicle accident.
As for the argument that there are too many deer anyway, I
would like to argue that there are too many people who, as I’m
sure you are aware, are destroying the planet—thereby making
us the deadliest of invasive species!
Edina Johnston, Denman Island

Trust Budget Not Strong Enough on
Climate Change

The following ‘Comments on the Draft 2016/17 Islands Trust
Budget’ were sent to the Island Trust.

This submission is based on conversations I have had with a
number of other residents concerned about the future of our
islands and the planet.
Once again, it is astonishing and profoundly disappointing
that Trust Council is not adequately addressing the critical issue
of climate change in its 2016/17 budget.
One would have thought that the outcome of the Conference
of the Parties (COP21) in Paris last December would have
energized governments at all levels to take more urgent and
effective actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Certainly,
the new Canadian government has made climate action a top
priority and the BC provincial government has stated similar
concerns in their Climate Leadership Plan. In fact, this plan
acknowledges that their 2020 target will not be met.
Is it Trust Council’s intention to ignore both these strong
initiatives and do little or nothing new at the local level? It is at
the local level that public awareness of the problem and policies
for action can have their greatest effect. It would also
seem detrimental to the Trust’s good reputation to be so out of
step with federal and provincial policies on climate action.
Indeed, it seems that Trust Council is reducing its focus on
climate action in its first budget since Paris. I could not even find
the words ‘climate change’ or ‘climate action’ anywhere in the
budget documents or even in the current Strategic Plan that
Council adopted last September.
While ‘Reducing GHG emissions’ had been included as a
strategic objective in both the 2008/11 and 2011/14 Strategic
plans, it has disappeared in the current Strategic Plan. I realise
LETTERS, please turn to next page

Sea Roving Teacher Part of New District Initiative Gulf Islands Secondary School on Salt Spring
and provides services to the smaller southern
islands. ‘It’s a combination of individual
learning and teacher support,’ she explains,
adding that a wide range of learning tools are
used, including computer technology, course
materials specifically designed for independent
study, and telecommunications such as
videoconferencing.
An important part of the new program is a
preliminary trial involving an itinerant teacher
who travels from island to island meeting with
students at individual school sites. ‘It’s a very
different concept, but we’re exploring all
avenues to meet the needs and expectations of
our students,’ says Halstead.
There’s also something innovative to link
young Southern Islanders before high school.
Through the creative use of ferries and water
taxis, the district provides opportunities for
students on Mayne, Galiano and Pender to get

that ‘Reduce community ecological footprint’
as an objective in the current Plan might be
seen as giving continued attention to the issue
but there is nothing explicit in the proposed
activities that suggests that Trust Council itself
is prepared, or is pressing Local Trust
Committees, to take action to implement real
changes in land-use planning.
Strategy 3.1 of the current Strategic Plan
merely speaks of developing a ‘Project Charter
and cost estimates for development of an
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan for
one or more LTAs’ with only SSI LTC making
an application for funding. This does not reflect
the sense of urgency that the climate crisis
demands. In addition, there is no detail given
of the elements to be contained in such a
Sustainability Plan although reducing GHG
emissions surely must be a priority.
Strategy 3.2 of the current Strategic Plan
states ‘Support efficient and sustainable
transportation systems and infrastructure’.
This is clearly a key strategy in the Trust Area
to address GHG emission reduction but its
status is shown as ‘Not due’ and ‘Not started’
What urgent actions should Trust Council
be taking to effectively respond to the issue?
First, Establish a task force of trustees to
review Islands Trust climate action policies
and initiatives taken to date and report
progress to the June, 2016 Trust Council and
to the public. This would give the issue more
focus and show that Islands Trust takes the
climate crisis seriously.
Second, provide an update to the public on
GHG reduction targets that have been
established in all OCPs and the extent to which
LTCs have amended land use bylaws or
adopted other means to implement those
policies. Your own and provincial tool-kits set
out new planning tools that would support
reduction of GHG emissions in all Trust Areas,

including Development Permit Areas,
Development Approval Information Bylaws ,
new zoning bylaws and Transfer of
Development Potential. For example, the Salt
Spring Island OCP (A.6.2 policies) provided for
carbon budgets, energy efficiency and climate
change adaptation and mitigation impacts to
be addressed as well as utilizing a
Development Approval Information Bylaw.
Third, work closely with Regional Districts
where necessary to coordinate and make
progress on climate actions across the Trust
area.
Fourth, with reference to specific budget
items, the section on Strategic Plan objectives
($145,000) includes:
‘State of the Islands Report’ ($35,000)
which should, in my view, address the impact
of climate change on the Trust area and the
extent to which the islands have adapted to
and/or mitigated the effects of climate change.
‘Review of Victoria office location’
($35,000) which, given the extended delay in
the SSI incorporation study process, is not as
pressing as initially expected and some of that
budget could be reallocated to address climate
action work.
‘… identify which Policy Statement topics to
update/add’ ($47,000) and I urge Council to
include the items listed in Trust Council
resolutions passed in March, 2015 referring to
the Blue Dot initiatives.
Beyond the practical and moral necessities
of explicitly including climate change in budget
items, Trust Council may wish to consider the
implications of lost funding opportunities as
future Federal funding initiatives are expected
to target communities that prioritize climate
action.
We look forward to meaningful changes in
the final Trust Council 2016/17 budget.
Peter Lamb, Salt Spring Island 0
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together for sports and exploratories such as
cooking and woodworking. That initiative,
which has been in place for the past three years,
is part of the Outer Islands Middle Years
Program (OIMY), ‘We've tried to find ways for
educators and students to connect in smaller,
rural schools,’ says Halstead. ‘The idea is to
create a sense of place and community.’
She is also enthused about this year's
enrollment figure which has jumped to 1700,
one hundred more than expected. District
enrollment has generally been variable, but on
a downward trend in recent years.
Halstead is ‘absolutely delighted’ by the new
stats. Enrollment is up throughout the district,
even on Saturna, the least populated of the
Outer Islands. She indicates more young
families are moving to the Gulf Islands, but also
credits the richness and diversity of the
district’s programs–initiatives such as placebased ecological programs, which focus on
natural learning environments, and the Strong
Start program, which encourages family
involvement and helps prepare young children
for success in kindergarten and beyond.

The superintendent is less enthusiastic
when discussing the painful work of trying to
balance the district budget, particularly in the
face of a government directive requiring
administrative cutbacks of $219,000
beginning in 2015. The district’s budget is
currently in the $20 million range, with one
twentieth of that going to transportation.
On a philosophical note, Halstead looks
forward to the new curriculum which is to be
implemented from Kindergarten to Grade 12
over the next couple of years. The emphasis will
be on student-centered activities, student
engagement, and student ownership of
learning.
‘Society has changed dramatically over the
past 20 years,’ she asserts, ‘Employment
opportunities are different as are expectations
for core competencies. Everything has to be
reconsidered: the personal, the social, the way
people communicate, and how we teach critical
thinking. The future is all about focusing on the
big picture rather than small details. What are
the essential skills and ideas we want to make
stick, for life?’ 0

North Pender couple protects rare
ecosystems on waterfront property
In January, Ann and Michael Philpot
permanently protected the natural ecosystems
of their Wallace Point property through a
conservation covenant with the Islands Trust
Fund.
Wallace Point forms the southern tip of
North Pender Island and contains sensitive
ecosystems and shoreline habitat. Provincially
blue-listed seaside juniper and Garry oak trees
grow along the coastal bluffs. Old-growth
Douglas-fir trees provide perching and nesting
sites for bald eagles. Bull kelp beds surround
the point; providing fish habitat and foraging
grounds for raptors, river otter, and seals.
‘As boaters, we first looked at the property
from the water. The shelter of Peter Cove made
Wallace Point an ideal home for us,’ said
Michael Philpot. ‘In working with the Islands
Trust Fund, we have learned more about the
plants, animals and ecosystems of Wallace
Point. We regularly see mink, otters, seals and
birds. Knowing that Wallace Point will remain
natural provides us solace that we have done

our little bit to conserve this precious piece of
property.’
The Wallace Point covenant is North
Pender Island’s eighth Natural Area Protection
Tax Exemption Program (NAPTEP) covenant.
With the addition of the Philpot’s 1.63 hectare
covenant on Wallace Point, there are now 7.2
hectares of land protected by NAPTEP
covenants on North Pender Island.
The NAPTEP program, administered by
the Islands Trust Fund, gives the Philpots, as
well as any future owners of the land, a 65%
reduction in property taxes on the covenanted
portion of the property. The covenant restricts
activities on the natural portion of the property,
protecting the ecosystems and habitats on the
land forever.
The Islands Trust Fund is a regional
conservancy, preserving landscapes of
Canada’s islands in the Salish Sea. To learn
more about the NAPTEP program, call 250405-5186. 0

BULLETIN
BOARD
SALT SPRING ISLAND

Rough seas and high winds can force
cancellation of the water taxis that transport
students from throughout the four Southern
Gulf Islands to middle and secondary schools
on Salt Spring Island. And that's exactly what
happened seven times during storms last
November and December.
But just because the boats remain in dock
doesn't mean learning grinds to a halt for the
hundred or so students who avail themselves
of the water taxis on any given school day. As
education is transformed to meet the demands
of the modern era, educators are working hard
to make sure students in School District Nº64
don’t lose out, regardless of where they live and
the unpredictable moods of mother nature.
School Superintendent Lisa Halstead
reports there is now a major new initiative in
the school district to let students do more of
their course work on their home islands. The
program, called Access 64, operates out of the
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Besley
Design & Build
3D Computer Design
Permit Plans
Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Renovations & Additions
Timberworks & Arbors
25 years experience
Licensed & Insured
Call Ron for free estimate

rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885

• WATER WELLS
• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE,
GEOTECH & ENVIRONMENTAL
• HYDROFRACTURING
TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

1-800-746-7444
250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com

An Island Family Business
For 50 Years!

Hy-Geo
Consulting

Technical services for

Water Wells
Aquifers
Groundwater

(250) 658-1701

information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

PASSENGERS
PA
SELECT SAILINGS. ALL ROUTES.

Done Right - Safely

• Foreshore Applications
• Docks • Moorings
• Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
Ross Walker & Corey Johnson

250-537-9710

Sail togetherr, save together.
Sprin
ng is the perfect time ffor
or a family getaway,, with 30% off
regular passsenger far
fares. Choose from over 1,50
00 sailings. Restrictions applyy..
SOUTH COAST ROUTES
MARCH 10
0 – 29, SELECT SAILINGS*
MON – THURS AND SATURDAYS

NORT
TH COAST ROUTES
MARCH 10 – 29, ALL SAILINGS**

For full details:
Visit bcferries.com or calll 1-888-BC FERRY
30% Off Regular Passenger Fares promottion is applicable on adult, child, BC Seniorr, student and persons
p
with disabilities regular passenger fares. *South Coast Routes:
Offer is valid on select sailings from Ma
arch 10 to March 29, 2016, Monday to Thursday and Satur
t days on the following routes: Metro Vancouver; Vancouv
o er Island;
Sunshine Coast; Southern Gulf Islands; Nor
N thern Gulf Islands, in either direction. Not valid on Mar
M ch 24 or March 28, 2016. **North Coast Routes: Offer iss valid on all
sailings March 10 to March 29, 2016, on the following routes: Inside Passage; Haida Gwaii; Discoverry Coast Connector; Skidegate – Alliford Bay, in either direction. Not
valid on March 24 or March 28, 2016. Experience™ Card users who receive a discount rate that iss less than 30% will be increased to match the promotional
onal discount
on promotional sailings. Experience™ Car
a d users who receive a discount that is in excess of 30% off the regular passenger fare will not receive an additional
nal discount,
however will continue to receive the Exp
perience™ Card discount rate on all sailings. Resident and Group discounts will be increased to match the promotional
onal discount
on promotional sailings. Offer is not app
plicable on BC Ferries Vacations pre-bundled packages. Lim
mited time offer. Other conditions may apply. Please visit bc
b ferries.com
for full details on applicable sailings. BC Reg. 48839.

All Types of Residential
& Commercial

VINCE SMYTHE

250-213-6316

Quality Workmanship
Reliable Service
Free Estimates
info@smytheroofing.com

NEXT DEADLINE: MAR 16

www.islandmarine.ca

ALL OUT

SEPTIC

TANK PUMPING

250-537-8450

SALT SPRING
PENDER
GALI ANO
MAYNE

FOR SALE

Hornby Island business opportunity.
Well established BC Gulf Island cafe.
Seasonal with growth potential. Details
www.BusinessSellCanada.com/62210002.
htm
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Moon Dates
Full: March 23
New: April 7

Roasting Fancy Coffee

for mail orders since 1982

from Thetis Island to you
www.potofgoldcoffee.com

BUY | RAISE | MOVE | LEVEL

BUY RECYCLED HOMES
RAISE Increase Square Footage
MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268

Award Winning Designs at
Prices You CAN Afford!

Site C protestor injunction

On February 29, Helen Knott, great great granddaughter of
Chief Bigfoot, the last to sign Treaty 8 in 1911, commented on
the BC Supreme Court decision to grant an injunction to
BCHydro to remove Site C protestors.
‘Today’s court decision is a deep disappointment. By
choosing to award BC Hydro an injunction, the court ignores
the constitutionally protected rights of all Treaty 8 members to
carry out their cultural practices—to hunt, fish and trap—on
their lands, lands governed by a historic treaty signed with the
Government of Canada.
‘Even more disappointing, the court heard and ignored
evidence that it would actually cost Canadians and British
Columbians nothing to, at the very least, temporarily delay
construction of the dam. Four respected economists agree that
a delay to Site C would save, not cost, BC ratepayers and
taxpayers money. This is because Site C is being built before it
is needed and its power will be sold at a loss.
‘The Rocky Mountain Fort Camp is a historic site that stands
at the gateway to the pristine Peace Valley. I, along with many

other First Nations people, local farmers, landowners and other
supporters, have occupied the site peacefully since the beginning
of the new year because we are opposed to further construction
work at the proposed dam.
‘Until the unfortunate decision reached today in the BC
Supreme Court, the Rocky Mountain Fort camp was a symbol
of co-existence between Treaty 8 peoples and settlers. Now it is
at grave and imminent risk of becoming a symbol of Prime
Minister Trudeau’s failed promise to respect indigenous peoples
and their rights when issuing federal permits.
‘The Court has now authorized the unjustified infringement
of our treaty rights. It has granted BCHydro and the RCMP the
right to clear the camp and if necessary, arrest us.
‘We do not wish to be arrested. We wish to see Canada
respect the rights of indigenous people in accordance with its
international obligations. We remain strong, united and firm in
our opposition to this unnecessary project. We will do
everything in our power to ensure Canada lives up to its
commitments to indigenous peoples.’ 0
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• Competitive Pricing
• Built Green Certified

STARTING AT

$74

• Flexible Build Options

SQ. FT.

• 40 Years in Business
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post company compliance with pipeline approval conditions.
These conditions, says the NEB, are intended to mitigate
impacts and potential risks that have been identified through
the application process. The board also has an online incident
webpage, posting inspection reports online, online posting of
emergency response exercise evaluations, and a public
consultation on the availability of emergency management
plans.
The web page, entitled ‘Conditions Compliance Data’, notes
pressure restrictions dating from 2013 on the existing Trans
Mountain Pipeline. The existing pipeline is included in Trans
Mountain’s application for twinning and increased capacity of
the line from Alberta to Westridge Marine Terminal.

Seattle Salmon On Drugs

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486

6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

UV Treatment
Mini Racks
• Easy to install
• Easy to service
• Easy on your wallet
Available through qualified
dealers on your island!
www.vanislewater.com

The Water System Experts
Since 1972
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An National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
study report, in the journal Environmental Pollution, found
high levels of drugs like Advil, Benadryl, Prozac, and birth
control pills in the tissue of salmon in Puget Sound.
James Meador, lead author of the study, is an aquatic
toxicologist working with NOAA. The study concentrated on the
sort of compounds people pick up at their local drugstore to
relieve pain, fight depression, or treat infection. Of the 150
chemicals tested, about 45 were found in the fish, said Meador.
‘Some of them were at high concentrations. That’s the kind of
information that raises eyebrows.’
Puget Sound hosts one hundred and six wastewater
treatment plants.
Migrating Chinook salmon may spend several weeks each
year swimming in waters with high chemical concentration.
Previous studies indicated that these salmon die at nearly twice
the rate of salmon in cleaner waters.

Site C Dam Barrelling Along

During the writ period of the 2015 Federal election, the previous
Conservative federal government issued 14 permits for work on
BC Hydro’s Site C dam project. But Harry Swain, chair of the
Joint Review Panel that reviewed the dam project, said the BC
government should have made a better case for electricity
demand before moving ahead on the dam.
‘By convention, only routine matters are dealt with after the
writ is dropped,’ he said. ‘Permits and licenses are only issued
when a government considers the matter to be noncontroversial and of no great public importance.’
Green Party leader Elizabeth May agreed. ‘They saw that
they were unlikely to form government again so they began
making appointments and decisions during the election.’
On February 22, Canadian diplomats were questioned in
Geneva by the UN Committee on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights about Canada’s compliance with the treaty on
Aboriginal Rights. The Committee specifically asked how
Canada is ensuring free, prior, and informed consent of
Indigenous peoples in regard to resource development projects.
Chief Roland Willson of the West Moberly First Nations said
that the Federal government’s stated commitment to a renewed
nation-to-nation relationship with Indigenous Peoples ‘is no
longer good enough.'
On February 29, the Supreme Court of BC granted an
injunction to BC Hydro requiring that a protest camp set up by
a group of local farmers and First Nations be dismantled, since
it was causing ‘irreparable harm’ to BC Hydro’s construction
project.
On March 1, the main water licenses for water storage behind
the proposed dam were issued to BC Hydro by the deputy
controller of water rights. The authorizations, which are for 40
years, permit BC Hydro to store up to 165 million cubic metres
of water, and divert between 390 and 2,700 cubic metres per
second from the Peace River for the purpose of power
generation. Construction is to be completed by December 31,
2025.
Site C is said to generate 10,000 direct jobs during
construction, which works out to a work force averaging 1,000
over a ten-year period. The $9 billion project is expected to
generate enough electricity to power about 450,000 homes, but
there is controversy over whether the power will actually be used

for homes. It has been suggested that the electricity will be used
to subsidize the LNG industry, or possibly exported to Alberta
or the US. The dam project was specifically excluded from the
BC Energy Commission’s review.
The final paragraph of BC Hydro’s press release: ‘Upon
completion, Site C will provide a century of affordable, reliable
and clean power that will keep rates low, support British
Columbians’ quality of life, and enable increased investment
and a growing economy’.

IEA forecasts oil supply slump, $80 oil price
by 2021

The International Energy Agency expects a worldwide shortage
of oil, driving prices back to around $80 per barrel by 2020, as
cutbacks in oil development take hold. They warn that global
oil supply has to rise by about three million barrels per day (bpd)
every year, just to make up for declines in existing production.
In addition, says IEA Executive Director Fatih Birol, an extra
1.2 million/bpd will be required each year to keep up with
worldwide increases in demand.
Currently, unrestricted production, particularly by Saudi
Arabia, has resulted in an oil supply glut, and has driven crude
prices down to just above $30 per barrel (USD). The result has
been to force cutbacks in investment in many oilfield
developments around the world which have production costs
of $50 to $80 or more per barrel.
Birol says that this will result in a balancing of supply and
demand within a year. But continued cutbacks in development
may pose concerns over supply security after that, he suggests.
Global oil demand will continue to rise to around 100 millionbpd by 2020.
Canadian crude production is forecast to average 5.2 millionbpd by 2021. This includes some 3.4 million-bpd in bitumen
production from the tar sands. Production increases are
projected to be around 100,000 bpd this year, 285,000 bpd in
2017, and 220,000 in 2018 as Fort Hills tarsands project and
east-coast offshore development Hebron come on-stream.
Beyond that, the IEA sees few Canadian production increases.
Significantly, the IEA says increasing Canadian exports to
Asian markets would not depend on the construction of
increased pipeline capacity such as Kinder Morgan’s Trans
Mountain expansion, Enbridge’s Northern Gateway, or
TransCanada’s Energy East. Existing export routes will suffice,
says the IEA.

New Ferry Fare Increases Chase Every Nickel

An increased fuel cost rebate, reflecting decreased diesel fuel
prices, will have the effect of cancelling out the fare increase to
be applied on April 1, 2016 for all BC Ferries routes. The result
will be that, on April 1, net fares will hardly increase.
Despite the date, this is not an All Fool’s Day joke. Oil prices
have dropped substantially over the past year, and BC Ferries
has been able to ‘lock in’ the cost of fuel for the next year. For
example, today’s return fare for a car and driver between Swartz
Bay and the Southern Gulf Islands (Route Nº 5) is $53.65 (if
you don’t have a BC Ferries’ Experience Card). This includes the
current fuel cost rebate.
According to the new published fare table, the April 1 fare is
$55.45, but the fuel rebate increase is $1.65; so you will pay
$53.80. BC Ferries arithmetic has a little fudge factor built in to
it, as usual
Gabriola meanwhile is concerned about the impacts of a time
of day fare structure.

BC Ferries Third Quarter Results

BC Ferries traffic was up significantly in the three months ended
December 31, 2015, compared to the same period in 2014. The
company usually makes a profit in the first two quarters of the
year, April to September, and loses money in the second half of
its fiscal year, the winter months, October to March. This year
the loss was smaller, $3.7 million, compared to $6.1 million the
previous year. Vehicle traffic was up 5.3% (4.4% year to date),
and passenger traffic increased 3.9% (4.0% year to date).
Dennis Dodo, BC Ferries’ Chief Financial Officer, attributed
the increases in traffic to the lower Canadian dollar and the
falling price of gasoline. The price of diesel fuel for the ferries
NEWS DIGEST please turn to next page

Canada to ratify CETA - even with
investor-state provision - Elizabeth May
It looked as though we had a chance to rid the world of the
consistently perverse non-trade aspect of all new trade deals—
the so-called ‘investor-state agreement’. And then along came
a sneaky European Union proposal dressed up as reform of the
investor-state dispute mechanism. It looks like, once again,
Canada will agree to granting foreign corporations superior
rights to domestic ones. This time it will be the corporations
(aka ‘investors’) of the 23 nations of the European Union that
can bring arbitration claims.
These provisions—known by an alphabet soup of acronyms
(FIPA, ISDS, IS)—allow a foreign corporation to bring a
challenge by way of private arbitration against a government if
that government’s actions can be interpreted as ‘tantamount to
expropriation’. Ever since Chapter 11 of NAFTA where this antidemocratic instrument first emerged, arbitrators have been
willing to find that perfectly reasonable measures by
governments have reduced foreign corporations’ expectations
of profits. ‘Tantamount to expropriation’ ceased to mean
anything close to actual expropriation. It has become a way for
foreign corporations to threaten and punish governments for
regulating to protect health, safety and the environment around
the world. Trade lawyer Steven Shrybman once correctly
described them as ‘fundamentally corrosive to democracy’.
The most controversial part of the Comprehensive
Economic Trade Agreement (CETA) with the European Union
is the investor-state provision. The most controversial part of
the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) is the investorstate agreement. These concurrent debates create the
opportunity to debate for the first time whether such
agreements are in the public interest—anywhere.
Essentially the issue has never been debated. Despite a
significant public debate before Canada ratified NAFTA,
Chapter 11 was never identified as a source of concern. Not even
Canada’s NAFTA negotiators had contemplated that the
language could be interpreted as it has been. An elite group of
lawyers globally have profited—enormously—as arbitrators, as
counsel and as expert witnesses in ripping off governments in
the interest of corporate power. Domestic governments and
legislatures at all levels—municipal, state/provincial and federal
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have lost around the world.

‘Reform’ Is Simply A Rebrand

The new so-called reform of ISDS in CETA was put forward by
EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmström. It is described as
an Investment Court System (ICS). Despite being over-sold in
the media, the actual proposal is simply rebranding the ISDS
mechanism. One of the few independent Canadian experts in
investor-state dispute systems is Gus Van Harten of Osgoode
Hall Law School. In a recent article for the Social Science
Research Network, he carefully critiqued Mme Malmström’s
proposal. Van Harten rejects it as allowing the continuation of
ISDS, despite a degree of whitewashing of its sins.
Particularly worrying is the failure to require that foreign
corporations exhaust their access to domestic courts before
opting for investor-state arbitration. As the appalling Bilcon case
under Chapter 11 has established, a foreign corporation can
choose to ignore its access to courts and go to anti-democratic
investor-state arbitrations instead.
The sensible thing to do, as the issue is hotly debated in the
CETA and TPP context, is to move for a thorough global review
of all these agreements in the context of the WTO. The Canada
China investor-state agreement is arguably the worst Canada
has ever entered into. The Conservative cabinet ratified it in
secret by Order in Council. The earliest Canada can exit the
agreement is 2045. Our only way out is either through a global
review or if Beijing agrees to renegotiate FIPA in the course of
our new trade talks.
A global review of all such agreements is long overdue. They
are not a necessary precondition to investment. Australia, for
example, has a far larger volume of trade with China than
Canada and never entered into an ISDS with China at all—
much less the lop-sided deal with which Harper has left us.
The Liberal government’s determination to ratify CETA is
our first big test of whether citizen engagement against investorstate provisions and increasing global corporate rule can alter
the Liberal course. 0

Gus Van Harten’s paper can be found at:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2692122.

Did you appreciate this article? Help Island Tides pay for publishing the news! Mail or phone in your annual voluntary
subscription today. 250-216-2267. Don’t delay—be part of the Island Tides team. 250-216-2267. Thank You!
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dropped as well, leading to an increased fuel rebate on fares,
starting April 1st of this year (see previous item).
A discount on regular passenger fares of 30% from March
10th to 29th will apply on off-peak sailings on all routes: another
strategy BC Ferries uses to ensure its total fares stay below the
fare cap set by the Ferry Commissioner.
It’s shaping up to be a good year for BC Ferries. Total
revenue for the nine month period April–December 2015 was
$696.8 million, $17.1 million more than last year, while total
operating expenses were $555.0 million, $5.7 million more than
last year.

Raven Mine Saga Ends; The Coal Remains

Compliance Energy Corporation expressed its ‘disappointment'
this week at the resignation of its entire Board of Directors. Its
major Japanese and Korean partners in the Raven Mine coal
project had withdrawn, an action that the company blamed on
the ‘protracted process’ of BC’s Environmental Assessment
Office in dealing with the Company’s application. This, said
Compliance, had made it impossible to raise further funds,
attract alternate partners, or sell the project.
Compliance, along with its former international partners,
claims to have spent over six-and-a-half years and over $35
million on the project, including approximately $10 million
dealing with the EAO’s pre-application stage. The mine, which
was to have been built above Fanny Bay, was said to have
potential for both metallurgical and steam coal, which was to
be exported to Asian markets. The plummeting price of coal
may have finally sealed the fate of this mine.
The mine was consistently opposed over the development
period by Coalwatch, a citizens’ organization headed by John
Snyder. In recent months the company’s share price had
reached near zero. All the Company’s officers have also
resigned.
The unanswered question now appears to be the fate of
Compliance’s underground mineral rights to some 29,000
hectares. Snyder says, ’The coal resource hasn’t gone anywhere.
We must continue to stay vigilant. But that’s for another day.
For now, it’s time to celebrate a rare victory.’

Clean Tech Venture Ionomr Wins Prize

A Simon Fraser University student company which is helping
to revolutionize the clean technology sector has taken first place
in the fifth annual Coast Capital Savings Venture Prize
competition.
The competition awarded $3,500 to Ionomr. Ionomr
manufactures Aemion—the most durable, high performance,
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anion-exchange membrane in the world. Anion-exchange
membranes drive the performance of many clean technology
innovations in the energy storage and water treatment sectors.
Ionomr’s Aemion is more durable, more versatile, and allows
greater device performance than existing materials.
Steven Holdcroft, SFU chemistry department chair and
professor, is Ionomr’s technical director and Benjamin Britton,
an SFU PhD student in Holdcroft’s research group, is the
president and CEO. ‘This prize will help us immensely to refine
our business model, extend our intellectual property and deal
with the issues of early-stage growth,’ says Britton.

New Board Member for Comox Valley
Airport Commission

Former BC Ferries Commissioner Martin Crilly has been
appointed to the Board of Directors of Comox Valley Airport
Commission (CVAC). As well as being a ferries watchdog—
setting caps on BC Ferries’ fares and monitoring its service
quality—Crilly was Regional Transportation Commissioner for
South Coast, providing independent oversight of TransLink’s
bus, rail and ferry services within Metro Vancouver.
Crilly brings more than 40 years of experience in
transportation policy, planning, regulation, economics and
logistics with him, says CVAC. ‘We are very fortunate to have
someone with Martin’s level of experience contributing to our
board,’ said Comox Valley Airport Commission Chair, Frank
van Gisbergen. ‘Martin has lived in the Comox Valley for the
past 17 years and he understands the importance of the airport
to this community. His knowledge of transportation policy
issues will be a valuable addition to our team.’
Crilly says, ‘I live in Kye Bay, often travelling by air, and I
admire and enjoy the excellent improvements that have been
made at our airport, especially the better schedules and
convenience to reach more destinations from here. Our airport
makes a big contribution to the Comox Valley’s vitality and its
livability.’
Crilly has written and published numerous papers and
articles on transportation planning and public policy. An
accomplished meeting chair, facilitator, and moderator, he
coordinated Kye Bay CleanUp, a successful community
initiative which joined Kye Bay to the Town of Comox and its
municipal sewerage and water services. 0
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Now accepting applications for Sept. 2016
1 year diploma course

What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Single-venue (50 words): $39.90 includes image •
Multi-venue (70 words): $52.50 includes image
Payment with order by Visa or MasterCard, please •

islandtides@islandtides.com or 250.216.2267

Tuesday, March 1 to Thursday, March 31

Salt Spring Island Painters Guild—what happens when
talented amateur artists experiment together and learn new
techniques?—come and see new works created in
classes and instructional settings; a palette of colour,
composition, materials and emotion! • ArtSpring
Lobby • The show will be open during ArtSpring
hours and performances • For information contact Nora Layard,
nlayard@telus.net, www.ssipaintersguild.wordpress.com • SALT
SPRING

Tues, Thurs & Sat, March 8, 10 & 12

Salt Spring Grand(m)others to Grandmothers SCRABBLE
Fundraiser—helping Turn the Tide of
AIDS/HIV in Africa for the Stephen Lewis
Foundation; Donate and play at the Games on
Tues March 8 & Thurs March10, 2-4pm, at Salt
Spring Inn; Games and Silent Auction on
Saturday, March 12, 6-9ish pm at Penny's Pantry on the Green,
SS Golf Course; prizes, fun, food & friendship! • Charitable tax
receipts available • Info: 250-537-0675 • SALT SPRING

Saturday, March 12

‘The Challenge of Reconciliation’—talk byJane Morley, QC; the
3rd in South Pender Historical Society’s First Nations History
series; followed by the society’s AGM at 3pm • Saint Peter’s
Church Hall • Talk 1:30pm, AGM 3pm • All welcomed • PENDER

Saturday, March 12

‘Every Drop Counts’ Rainwater Harvesting
Home Tour—a self-guided event; map at:
www.ssiwatercouncil.ca, follow links to RWH
Tour download • Noon–4pm • SALT SPRING

Sunday, March 13

Water Fair 2016: ‘Celebrating Community
Connected by Water!’—Hands-on demos;
workshops; Kidzone art, music, and drama;
trade show booths • Gulf Islands Secondary
School • 11am–3pm • Info:
www.ssiwatercouncil.ca/fair • SALT SPRING

Sunday, March 13

Mayne Island Music Society Presents: The Bills including
music from their March release, ‘Trail of Tales’ (CDs on sale at
show); ‘Their sound is panoramic, mischievious,
fiercely unpretentious and musically splendid’—
Boston Globe • Ag Hall • Performance 2pm;
doors 1:30pm • Tickets: $25, available at Happy
Tides, Home Hardware, Farm Gate Store • MAYNE

Tuesday, March 15

Book Launch of Guy Dauncey’s Journey to the
Future: A Better World Is Possible
knowledgeable futurist Dauncey will read from his
latest inspiring and eye-opening book, sign
books—and sing; co-organized by Transition Salt
Spring and the SSI Library; book sales • Salt Spring
Public Library • 7pm • Everyone welcome • SALT
SPRING

Thursdays, March 31 & April 7

Fundraising Film Screenings of Embrace
of the Serpent—enjoy an award-winning
movie and help a group of Salt Spring youth
travel to the Ecuadorian Amazon next month
• MAR 31: Artspring, 7:30pm; APRIL 7: The
Fritz Cinema, 7:30pm • Tickets $20 • Info or to donate: Green
Raven Centre, 250 537 0602 • SALT SPRING

Next Deadline: March 16

Voluntary subscriptions make the difference! It’s March! Have you mailed yours for 2016?
www.islandtides.com
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Wet Bulb Temperature - Ray Grigg
The cooling effect of evaporation is measured
scientifically as the wet bulb temperature (WBT). It
is determined by placing a sock, which has distilled
water wicking into it, over a temperature sensor such
as a thermometer or thermocouple. The amount of
evaporative cooling is determined by the ambient
temperature and humidity—the higher the
temperature the greater the rate of evaporation and
cooling; the higher the humidity, the lower the rate
of evaporation and cooling.
This is important to us because in hot weather we
perspire, the sweat evaporates, and the cooling effect
maintains our bodies at an optimum operating
temperature of about 37°C. As the air temperature
increases, we sweat more and cool more—providing
the humidity is low enough to allow evaporation. If
a high temperature is combined with a high
humidity, the evaporation stops and our bodies can
no longer cool themselves. At WBTs above 35°C we
die from hyperthermic overheating. A healthy body
can endure this situation for about six hours; a less
fit body will die at a lower WBT.
One part of the world has already reached this
fatal WBT. People do not have permanent

SAFE TO DRINK?

250-656-1334

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1
LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

Take notice that Otter Bay
Marina Ltd. from North
Pender Island, BC, have
applied to the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations (FLNRO),
West Coast Region for an
Amended Application for an
Early Renewal Lease - Marina
situated on Provincial Crown
land located at North Pender
Island/vicinity of Otter Bay.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is Crown Land
File #0085347.
Written comments
concerning this application
should be directed to the
Senior Land Oﬃcer, Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations at
142–2080 Labieux Rd,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo
@gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by FLNRO up to
April 3, 2016. FLNRO may not
be able to consider comments
received after this date.
Please visit our website:
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applica
tionPosting/index.jsp for more
information.
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operation’s
oﬃce in Nanaimo.

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

Take notice that We, Catherine
Ann Mateer and Kimberly
Ann Kerns from Parker Island,
BC, have applied to the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO), West Coast Region
for a Specific Permission –
Private Moorage situated on
Provincial Crown land located
at Parker Island/vicinity of
Trincomali Channel.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File #1414350.
Written comments
concerning this application
should be directed to the
Senior Land Oﬃcer, Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations at
142–2080 Labieux Rd,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo
@gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by MFLNRO up to
April 8, 2016. MFLNRO may
not be able to consider
comments received after this
date.
Please visit the MFLNRO
website:http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/
ApplicationPosting/Index.jsp
for more information.
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operation’s
oﬃce in Nanaimo.

TRINCOMALI
CHANNEL

www.islandtides.com

[carbon cuts], is likely to severely impact human
habitability in the future.’
Actually, the future has already arrived.
Humanity now uses as much energy cooling as
heating our buildings. Ominously, most new homes
in China now have air conditioning, mostly powered
by fossil fuels. And without AC, the desert cities of
the southwestern United States would be largely
unpopulated.
For the Gulf states particularly, oil production is
suicidal. The wealth it uses to purchase internal
political stability comes from the same source that
will induce fatal WBTs and unlivable conditions.
But the Gulf states are just an extreme example
of the situation that’s occurring elsewhere. The
scientific consensus is that about 75% of all fossil fuel
reserves must stay underground if we are to achieve
our climate objectives of reaching an 80% reduction
in carbon emissions by 2050. The wet bulb
temperature and the brief 34 years we have until
2050 should be stark reminders, however
inconvenient to plans and budgets, that we must
immediately end all development and infrastructure
related to fossil fuels. Lives depend on it. 0

ROUND THE ISLANDS

WELL WATER
IS YOUR

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

settlements in the Northern Afar Desert in Africa,
west of the Red Sea, because their bodies cannot
endure the heat. In July, 2015, the Iranian city of
Bandar Mahshahr almost reached this WBT of 35°C
when temperatures reached 46°C with a humidity
of 50%. During the same unprecedented heat wave,
the Gulf states exceeded 50°C and reached a WBT
of 34.6°C, causing significant deaths. Other heat
waves in India and Pakistan have come close to this
WBT.
A study by Professors Jeremy Pal and Elfatih
Eltahir from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (Nature Climate Change, October 26,
2015) has found that if we don't radically reduce
carbon dioxide emissions, global average
temperatures could rise 4°C above pre-industrial
levels by 2100, dramatically increasing the
occurrence of fatal WBTs.
For Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Qatar, and
the coastal regions of Iran, present extremes would
become normal summer temperatures, and fatal
WBT would be common by 2070. ‘Our results,’ the
professors write, ‘expose a specific regional hotspot
where climate change, in the absence of significant

Continued from page 1

birthday present he would like people to sign the Blue Dot
Pledge to stand together with people across Canada who are
asking all levels of government to recognize our right to a healthy
environment, including the right to clean water.
Though the rain may be easing off, March is a watery
month—March 22 is World Water Day. This global day calls
attention to this life-giving force—clean water—necessary for
our survival.
Salt Spring is celebrating early by holding its Water Fair in
mid-March. The weekend also includes a self-guided tour of Salt
Spring properties that have rain-water harvesting systems (see
‘What’s On?’ for details of both events).
Organizers say that water has long been the mode of
transport, the giver of life and food, and the source of strength
for all human and non-human life sharing the coastal rainforest
bioregion of British Columbia.
Seasonal droughts in the southern Salish Sea region
encourage not only the rare Garry oak ecosystems but many
other features of our unique environment. Droughts also pose
significant challenges to our human and built environment, and
it is essential that communities work proactively to manage
water’s abundance and quality.
Water Fair 2016 is all about providing the Gulf Islands
community with insights and knowledge to embrace and benefit
from the ‘winter wet’ and the ‘summer dry’ conditions.
Attend the Fair to gain access to a range of easy tools and
technologies from pond and rainbarrel construction to watersaving home appliances, to landscape design and gardening!

Mill Bay Marine Group

New owners of North Pender Island’s Port Browning marina
and pub presented plans for future development of the wellloved site at the head of Browning Harbour, on both Leap Year’s
Day and Friday, March 4. A number of residents showed up to
view the plans and ask lots of questions about possible impacts
of the expansion of the marina and its accommodation units.
Cabins and a lodge will eventually be built but many beloved
features such as the lawn and foreshore will be untouched.
Mill Bay Marine Group President Duane Shaw was on hand
to listen thoughtfully and answer questions. A lively topic was
whale-watching and how to protect whales from disturbance.
Mill Bay Marine Group, which also owns marinas in Mill
Bay, Port Renfrew, and Kitimat, says it is excited to add Port
Browning to its family of marinas. This year, plans are under
way to update the marina, adding additional moorage, and to
do renovations of the pub and café. Look for more information
at: www.portbrowning.ca.

Pender Author Shortlisted For Book Prize

Pender Islander Maria Tippett’s book Made in British
Columbia: Eight Ways of Making Culture, has been shortlisted
for the 2016 Basil Stuart-Stubbs Book Prize for Outstanding
Scholarly Book on British Columbia. Published by Harbour
Publishing, Tippett’s book explores the idea that an artist’s work
can affect the cultural landscape of a province, the way we see
ourselves, and the world around us.
Made in British Columbia presents a history of the treasures
found in our galleries, concert halls, theatres, museums, libraries
and streetscapes. Tippett profiles eight creative figures who
made an enduring mark on Canadian culture during the
twentieth century and whose work is intimately interwoven with
British Columbia’s identity.
Francis Rattenbury designed the Empress Hotel and the
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Victoria Parliament buildings, which brought regional identity
and permanence to a developing province; and Arthur Erickson
evoked our country’s multicultural sense of self in his buildings
that received international acclaim.
Though her work didn’t receive wide acclaim during her
lifetime, Emily Carr’s paintings of BC’s forests show how we—
and the rest of the world—see them today.
George Ryga’s play, The Ecstasy of Rita Joe, exposed the
anguish and reality of life for First Nations women in BC; and
Bill Reid’s iconic artwork changed the way British Columbians
think about First Nations art.
Jean Coulthard wrote music that reflected the landscape
around her and was committed to introducing the work of
Canadian composers to the public.
Martin Grainger’s novel, Woodsmen of the West, based on
his experiences of hand-logging in BC, wasn’t well-received
during his lifetime, but has now been accepted into the canon
of Canadian literature. George Woodcock’s journal ‘Canadian
Literature’ challenged central Canada’s dominance over literary
activity in Canada, and ‘virtually created Canadian literature,’
as one commentator claimed.
Featuring images of the artists and their work, Made in
British Columbia: Eight Ways of Making Culture explores the
legacy of the cultural tradition that nurtured it.

Beware Fraud Scams

Salt Spring RCMP’s Assistant Detachment Commander,
Corporal Darren Lagan let’s us know that the detachment
continues to field calls each day from residents who believe they
are being targeted by scam artists acting under the guise of
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) employees, police officers, and
others in positions of authority. In most cases the scammer on
the phone alleges the person owes back taxes, and must pay
them with a credit card over the phone, or the local police will
arrest them.
‘At no point will anyone from the CRA or the RCMP call you
and request your credit card or banking information,’ states
Corporal Lagan. ‘This is a scam, and you should hang up on
these callers and report them to the Canadian Anti-Fraud
Centre at 1-888-495-8501.’
There have also been recent cases where software has been
used by the scammer to alter the caller ID system, to indicate
they are calling from a legitimate phone number, like the local
RCMP Detachment. If you receive a call that your caller ID
indicates is from a legitimate source like the RCMP, and you are
asked for personal information or the call seems illegitimate,
end the call and call that agency back directly. ‘If it’s really us,
we won’t be offended!’ says Cpl Lagan.
On-line scams continue as well, with several island residents
being caught in the ‘secret shopper’ and other similar scams,
where they are asked to cash money orders sent to them, and
return only a portion of the money. A few days after they’ve
deposited the money order and withdrawn the funds they were
asked to return, their financial institution discovers the original
bank draft was a fake, and the victim is out the money they’ve
already sent back.
‘This one has been circulating across Canada for some time
now, but unfortunately people continue to fall victim to it,’ states
Cpl Lagan. ‘The old adage, ‘if it sounds too good to be true, it
probably is’, would apply here.’
The RCMP encourages everyone to become more scam
aware. Visit the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre:
www.antifraudcentre.ca 0
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A Saturna Life - Priscilla Ewbank

orraine Campbell, of Campbell Farm, south Saturna
died on February 16, 2016 at Lady Minto Hospital on
Salt Spring Island. What a full life this woman lived
among us! What gifts we received individually and as a
community. For many of us, it is hard to know where to
begin to describe her impact on our lives. Lorraine was a
kaleidoscope of energy and output against of a backdrop of
farming one of the most gorgeous farms in the Gulf Islands,
and she was, most of all, approachable and kind to us all.
Born in 1921, in Point Grey, Vancouver, one of four
children of Dr A R Thompson, Lorraine went to UBC,
earning a master’s degree in Science-Agriculture. Lorraine
and James McGeer Campbell met in the Agricultural
program and married in 1944.
In about 1935, her dad bought Saturna Beach and had
shipwrights build four cottages,
two rows of dorm rooms and a
huge cookhouse for renting to the
summer people who wanted to
bring their children to the seaside
for summer vacations.
Of the four siblings, Lorraine
and Bob wanted the farm and
Lorraine’s two sisters were happy
with a monetary inheritance. In
1945, after graduating, marrying
and when Jim’s time with the Navy
was over, Lorraine and Jim started
Campbell’s Farm on their portion,
later buying Taylor Point.
These two urban, university
accredited and educated farmers,
took their lives to a small Gulf
Island. Luckily Lorraine had spent her summers before the
purchase of the Saturna farm on her mother’s family farm
in Brandon, Manitoba. They both laughed as Jim told the
stories of their first farming endeavours involving seed
potatoes and flax growing with the field plowed with horses.
Eventually they settled down to the common winning
farming combination in the Gulf Islands, fruit, cows, sheep,
and a huge home garden, supporting the six of them ‘below
the poverty line’ as remarked by the UBC Dean of
Agriculture, Blyth Eagles in reference to two of his ‘good
students’ living in the Gulf Islands.
Nan, Tommy, Jimmy and Jacques were born in
Vancouver and each came home on different ferries. Their
births and the names of the ferries they arrived on, Norah,
Lady Rose and so on, were one of the yardsticks that
Lorraine used in keeping track of life events. ‘Let’s see Jimmy
must have been about … I brought Tommy back in February
on the Norah … and the pipes had burst and it was the
hardest coldest winter we had ever had. I didn’t get the last
of the ice out of the back cupboards till late spring!’
The extended family built cottages at the beach next to
the rental cottages. They gathered in summer, all the cousins
and brothers and sisters and Lorraine’s mom, Nana, Jim’s
brother and his son mixing happily with the summer
cottagers and forming lifelong friendships.
Lorraine was expert at all forms of transportation.
Lorraine had her own horse and saddle, and would go off on
rides. Early on, farm access was by a government trail,
walking, saddling a horse, or taking a rowboat to Breezy Bay,
or the motor launch Anne Elizabeth round to the Saturna
Point wharf. When the road went in to south Saturna,
Lorraine got a driver’s licence and added one more facet to
her transportation repertoire.
The day really started when the red Farmall Super C
tractor and a trailer came jouncing and bouncing down the
road accompanied by flying dogs, tongues hanging out,
Woden the Goat, milk in huge bottles, and various tools and
bags in the trailer, or a load of firewood. Lorraine was as
likely to be driving the tractor as Jim, and taking the boat
round to the wharf or Hope Bay to deliver fresh meat and
milk. If they arrived dressed fancy they were off somewhere;
if dressed plain, they would have time for ‘visiting’. Lorraine
was a striking-looking woman, whether she was out-andabout or working on the farm.
Lorraine led a busy life with many community
responsibilities and represented us regionally with the Lady
Minto Hospital board, as School District Nº64 Saturna
Trustee, or on Island Trust Advisory.
Many of us became members of the family because Jim
and Lorraine were so open and sharing. Three meals a day,
a full cookie jar, and tea most anytime was just the
beginning.There was always a proper English dark fruitcake
with royal icing for Christmas. As you got to know them, you
began to understand that most of every edible item that was
on the generous table came from the farm land and had
passed through Lorraine’s hands. Fresh meat was hanging
in the slaughterhouse. She had a small pantry and attic and
they were full of metal cans she had canned the season

before. Blackberries, pears, Spanish Rice left over from the
Lamb BBQ, soups, and meat, dried walnuts, shortbread, and
candied grapefruit peel made from the Christmas morning
treat of fresh grapefruit. Spiced cookies were made with duck
fat in season, puddings and traditional Scottish or English
desserts accompanied any meal after 12pm to the delight of
all guests and especially children.
All birthdays were celebrated, with cake of birthday
person’s choice, personalized by Lorraine with some notable
recent event in the celebrant’s life rendered across the 24”
by 16” cake in icing of lurid colours. Lorraine had it down to
an art. A one-bowl cake it was that she could make
blindfolded on a square foot of counter space and bake in
the wood stove in jig time. Usually a flock of kids was around
her licking spoons and making suggestions. Lorraine made
a fabulous orange sponge cake that was
fought over at the Women’s Club Easter
Bake Sale.
Lorraine was an excellent gardener
and loved the Dominion Seed
catalogue. The Dominion Seed
catalogue promises you anything and
always has some new-fangled thing to
grow. Lorraine had a long wooden box
with all her seeds, definite gardening
ideas, and the best soil on Saturna. She
never planted anything before the 24th
of May, The Queens’s Birthday. She
always tried out new developments.
She was the first one to grow peaches
and cream corn, and lemon
cucumbers.
In the fall, Lorraine, made all sorts
of odd-shaped jars of jams and jellies, apples and plums and
pears from the old orchard planted by Billy Trueworthy.
Each heritage apple was good for some specific thing.
Lorraine picked milk-buckets full of blackberries for canning
and jelly. She made butter and cheese and bread and ran the
milk separator.
Lorraine did so much with what she had, her home, her
family, her chosen life of farming—living on the land. She
read extensively, especially history
books about the Islands and how to do
whatever she was doing. The house was
stacked with books and Christmas was
celebrated by more books. I don’t think
she felt she lacked for anything. Her tiny
home was an adequate home for the
woman who grew up in Point Grey.
Warm and cosy and interesting,
everything had a good story attached to
it.
Lorraine did all the laundry, cleaned
the house, and worked with Jim with the
animals: fencing, milking the cow, and
cleaning and packing meat in the
slaughterhouse. Both of them knew how
to run all the responsibilities of the farm
when the other was away.
I recall Jim cooking when she was
away—in an electric fryingpan. He
explained to us the virtues of peanut
butter and catsup sandwiches—it was
not a good time to stop in for tea! At such
times a major topic of conversation would be how long
would Lorraine be away.
Lorraine was not tied to the farm. The calendar she kept
on the end of the kitchen cupboards was always full of events
to be paid attention to. She played bridge and caught up on
all the island news, she taught science at Saturna
Elementary, she was a long-time member of the Saturna
Women’s Service Club, and an original member of the group
who started the Saturna Lamb BBQ 67 years ago. Lorraine,
kept the farm and family accounts on the dining room table
which fed the family or on a tiny cardtable. She was an
ardent CBC radio listener.
Always a supporter of education, the cabins and the
cookhouse were a beehive of visiting teachers, students, and
researchers: Professor Ian MacTaggert-Cowan with his
graduate students from UBC, classes of Bridgeport
Elementary students, BCIT, and the Vancouver Aquarium.
She went with Saturna Elementary students on their train
trip across Canada to Expo 67.
As important as the visiting students were to the broader
community, was the permanent group of us—children and
adults, young and old—who joined in with haying,
slaughtering, lambing, fencing—whatever—sharing in the
farm’s generous hospitality, learning how to be community
members, be competent and assured in our own lives.
The sheep flock was pretty much Lorraine’s—lambing,
breeding and care. From her wool fleeces, Lorraine spun and
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What Goes Up…

Do you have fossil-fuel stocks? Then if you are like me,
Unlike my other holdings, these present a quandary;
For Big-Oil should not prosper in our fight ’gainst climate change,
And I like to see the price go down, although that might seem strange.
There is a moral issue here, divest and start again;
Though buying high and selling low may go against the grain!
The ‘Carbon Budget’ is a matter we should know and fear,
Defining limits of pollution in the atmosphere,
That we can safely use—so says the current expertise—
To keep our increased temperature at less than 2 degrees.
Now fossil-fuel’s known reserves exceed this Budget’s bounds
Yet companies want more. What for? It must stay in the ground.

But fossil-fuel’s influence goes further, in the role
Of downplaying the necessity for a climate action goal;
And climate-change inaction can be just as harmful, too,
We do not need such obstacles to what we have to do.
P’rhps if their stocks went down some more—right to the permafrost
Then climate change could be addressed, without such undue cost!
—H.Barry Cotton

knitted for the family, making hats, sweaters, socks, and vests.
Lorraine was deeply interested in First Nations artifacts and their
way of life on the Islands, and had a collection from the farm beach that
she shared and used as a basis for studies on her own. Lorraine and I
were interested in what life was like on Saturna early on. Just who were
those people?
Lorraine knew all those people who were talked about in the Gulf
Islands Patchwork books prepared by the Southern Gulf Islands
Historical Association. She and Jim are in the frontispiece photograph
in the book. They were both also interested and knowledgeable about
long-range regional changes and changes in our Saturna Island
community.
Besides her support for the Saturna Women’s Service Club and the
Saturna Lamb BBQ—held on the farm for years—is the legacy of the
farmland Lorraine and Jim donated and sold to help establish the Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve.
Lorraine, herself was instrumental in creating the eldercare facility,
Greenwoods, next to the Lady Minto. She received the Canada
Anniversary Medal in 1993 and in 2012 the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
Medal for community service.
Lorraine and Jim are the last of their era
on Saturna. For years, Lorraine, has been
my reliable window into a Gulf Island world
that she grew into, starting in 1935. She was
never the centre of her stories. I miss that
direct vision into what it was like then. We
had many conversations about the first
electricity, island politics, the first phone
service, the school, the graveyard, piano
lessons with Miz Warlow, economic efforts
on Saturna, kids of kids and what they did.
She charmingly told the story of herself that
when she came in 1935 and she thought
that the community hall had been there
forever. One day she looked and discovered
it had been built two years before she came!
We women, who move far from home,
generally find some woman in our young
life that we watch and learn from. I don’t
even know if Lorraine knew she was that
person for me. Of all the fine women on
Saturna Island, she had ways of being in her
life that were deeply appealing to me. There
was an ease in me when I was around her. She was quite a conundrum
in my eyes, coming fresh from the stomping grounds of Women’s
Liberation when I landed at the farm. A women of the 1920s, equal to
her husband, assured, doing all the cooking and cleaning, soft-spoken
and competent within her social circle and beyond it. She never was a
woman of any era—she grew with us all. I found her wonderfully
capable, curious, forthright, calm and sure of herself in the most
engaging sense. We all learned alongside her; doing it together. She
exuded competency and you learned you could do it.
And as much as the marvellous dinners full of laughter and fun talk,
the breathtaking beauty of the landscape, the vitalizing uproar of the
farm and all it contained, of more importance, I found her wonderfully
kind and accepting and welcoming to everybody. There didn’t seem to
be any formality or stuffiness or social status. She seemed to do what
she did because it was her life. And she did it with an open heart with
real life results.
Lorraine’s family asks that in Lorraine’s memory, contributions for
community development be made to the Saturnina Foundation. On
March 12, from noon to 4pm the family will host a celebration of
Lorraine’s life at the Saturna Recreation Centre. On Facebook go to
Campbell Farm-Saturna Island to share stories and see some lovely
photos of Lorraine. 0
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Electric vehicles incentives, carbon targets,
First Ministers Meeting
n response to strong demand for cleanenergy vehicles the Province is injecting an
additional $6.89 million into the Clean
Energy Vehicle Program to continue purchase
incentives. Premier Christy Clark announced
the funding from the Innovative Clean Energy
(ICE) Fund. She made the anouncement at the
Leadership Summit for Sustainable Business,
GLOBE 2016-Sustainability and Innovation, in
Vancouver, March 2-4.
‘Encouraging environmentally friendly
transportation is part of our broader plan to
ensure British Columbia remains a climate
action leader,’ said Premier Clark. ‘Last
December in Paris, BC became the 14th
member of the Zero Emission Vehicle Alliance,
joining leading jurisdictions such as Germany,
the United Kingdom, and west coast partners
California and Oregon in a commitment to
accelerate the global transition to zeroemission vehicles. This is another step towards
making that happen.’
Under the Clean Energy Vehicle (CEV)
Program, point-of-sale incentives of up to
$5,000 are available for the purchase or lease
of a new battery electric or plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle, and up to $6,000 for a
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle. When combined
with SCRAP-IT program incentives, total
savings could be up to $8,250 for an electric
vehicle. Vehicles with a manufacturer
suggested retail price above $77,000 will not
be eligible for a purchase incentive from the
CEV program. All EVs will be allowed to travel
in HOV-lanes—however many passengers they
are carrying.
The Province introduced the CEV Program
in 2011 and has since committed more than
$31 million to make CEVs more affordable and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Since 2011
the CEV Program’s point-of-sale purchase
incentives—along with investments in
infrastructure, outreach, research and
training—have helped put over 2,400 EVs on
the road in BC.
Including vehicles that were brought into
the province from other jurisdictions or
purchased outside the CEV Program, BC now
has over 3,300 battery electric and plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles registered in the
province.
In addition to offering purchase incentives,

the program invests in charging infrastructure,
hydrogen fuelling infrastructure, outreach, and
research and training. The CEV Program
investments in infrastructure have supported
the development of over 1,000 residential and
public charging stations around the province.

Around & Around It Goes

In addition to funding for the CEV Program,
Premier Clark announced funding for two
other projects, one for mining wastewater and
the other for fuels manufacture.
Carbon Engineering Ltd was awarded
$3.75 million to support the design and
construction of a synthetic fuels demonstration
plant in Squamish that will use carbon dioxide
captured from thin air to synthesize diesel or
gasoline fuel. The project will deliver the
world’s first ‘air-to-fuels’ plant and
demonstrate that it is technically and
economically viable to produce low-carbon fuel
using carbon captured directly from the
atmosphere. Such synthetic fuels—diesel or
gasoline—would be manufactured from
carbon dioxide captured from the air, water,
and renewable electricity, so that once burned
in a vehicle they would simply return the
carbon to the air—meaning the fuels can be
nearly ‘carbon-neutral’, says the government.

May Discusses First
Ministers’ Meeting

At another press conference at GLOBE 2016,
MP for Saanich-Gulf Islands Elizabeth May
said that the clock is ticking for the Liberal
government to live up to its climate action
promises. She urged Prime Minister Trudeau
to follow through on his campaign
commitment to create a national framework
for action on climate change, starting at the
First Ministers Meeting on March 3.
Dr Lynne Quarmby, Green Party Science
Critic, commented, ‘Trudeau promised a
national plan by March 12. That plan must
align with real action on the climate file. I’ll be
watching closely and will celebrate when PM
Trudeau and Environment Minister Catherine
McKenna announce the foundations of a
national plan of carbon pricing and regulation
in keeping with Canadian promises made at
the Paris Climate summit.’
‘For a decade, the previous federal
government sabotaged work on Canada’s
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) targets, and
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Don’t look down! A walk for the brave along Mayne’s Mount Parke trail,
looking towards Salt Spring.

those targets sunk to the worst in the G7. The
premiers must now set aside narrow selfinterest to endorse a new and more ambitious
target for Canada. Those renewed targets will
pressure other countries to do more, and the
global market will respond by increasingly
betting on renewables and the future

economy,’ Quarmby concludes.
On April 22, at the United Nations
Headquarters in New York, the global
community will gather to sign the Paris
Agreement. ‘Canada must not show up with
the current embarrassing targets left behind by
the Conservatives,’ comments May. 0

March Trust Council on Hornby
The Islands Trust Council will hold its next quarterly business
meeting March 22 to 24 on Hornby Island, and invites members
of the public to participate and observe. The meeting agenda
package will be posted on the Islands Trust website calendar by
March 14.
Trust Council invites members of the public to participate in
the townhall session, a regular forum to promote dialogue
between islanders and trustees, starting at 1:15pm on
Wednesday, March 23. The public is invited to ask questions
and make suggestions about the work of the Islands Trust
Council.

Trust Council Sessions will include:

2016-2017 Budget – Trustees will review and discuss the
proposed budget for Council’s core operations and potential
projects. Trustees will consider the public input received before
finalizing and approving the Islands Trust’s 2016-2017 budget
and its annual Financial Plan Bylaw. (see also Letter page 2).
Meeting Options – Trustees will discuss options for meeting
procedure amendments which would be required to enable
electronic participation by Trustees in Trust Council meetings.
First Nations – On Wednesday, March 23, Trustees will have
an opportunity to increase their understanding of meaningful
cross-cultural dialogue and to identify common issues,
opportunities for collaboration and respectful relationshipbuilding practices regarding First Nations.
Islands Trust Transition Plan – Trust Council will receive an
update on the Salt Spring Island Incorporation process and the
associated Islands Trust Transition Plan.
Decision and Information Items – Trust Council fulfills its
core decision-making function during these sessions through
consideration and deliberation of Islands Trust business. It will
review key advocacy and policy positions on a variety of topics,
consider progress on Strategic Priorities and will review
recommendations from Local Planning Committee, Trust
Programs Committee and Financial Planning Committee
regarding proposed work programs for the coming quarter.
Closed Sessions – In closed sessions, trustees will review and
consider various matters related to litigation and personnel.
Trustee Roundtable – Following their business session, Trust
Council will end its meeting on Thursday, March 24 with an
informal Trustee Roundtable, to exchange ideas about common
island topics. 0
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